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Chinese Ancient Dances includes two movements: I. Ox Tail Dance; II. Hu Xuan Dance.
 It is said that in the ancient time, there was an ethnic group called Ge Tian Shi. Three people 
would dance in slow steps with ox tails in their hands, while singing eight songs to praise the earth, 
the totem of the black bird, the plants, the grains, the nature, the heaven, the weather, and the flour-
ishing of breeding livestock. I got my inspiration from the gestures of holding the ox tails, and went 
into the atmosphere of composing the first movement Ox Tail Dance.
 The second movement is entitled Hu Xuan Dance. There is a poem Hu Xuan Lady written by the 
famous poet Bai Ju-Yi in Tang Dynasty, who described the Hu Xuan Dance in detail. The energetic 
dance has continuing fast spinning gestures, introduced to China from the West in the ancient time. I 
reproduced the image in the second movement, the music is written vividly for clarinet and piano.

—Chen Yi

Miguel del aguila: seducción
Two-time Grammy nominated American composer, Miguel del Aguila’s prolific music output and dis-
tinctive musical style has placed him among the most highly regarded composers of his generation. 
His catalogue of more than 100 works has been performed by more than 60 orchestras, and thousands 
of first-rate ensembles and soloists. He was Resident Composer at Chautauqua Institution until 2004 
and Composer-in-Residence with the New Mexico Symphony from 2005-2006. Currently Aguila’s catalog 
contains 107 works for all genres, most published by Peermusic Classical and available on 27 CDs 
released by Naxos, Bridge, Albany, Telarc, New Albion, Albany, Eroica, and others. 

Seducción is one of three related works written by Miguel del Aguila in 2007. The work begins with a 
lyrical and sensuous, song-like introduction evoking the style of the Brazilian Chôro and it quickly gives 
way to a frantic, restless dance. From then on, the work is propelled forward by a series of ostinatos 
and rhythmically irregular themes. This Latin dance, written mainly on 13/16 meter, begins with a 
percussive, almost primal theme that becomes increasingly breathless and ever-more-intense leading 
the work towards a final passionate climax. A tour de force for all three performers, Seducción 
demands not only stamina but utmost rhythmic accuracy through constantly shifting meters.

The Composers & The Music
Özkan Manav: laçin
Özkan Manav was born in 1967 in Mersin. Among his teachers were influential Turkish composers Adnan 
Saygun and Ilhan Usmanbaş. In addition, he worked with American composers Lukas Foss and Marjorie 
Merryman at Boston University where he earned his doctoral degree. Manav’s music has been performed 
in more then 20 countries; he has received prizes in the USA, Germany, Turkey, Bulgaria and Italy, and 
has released CDs in Turkey, Germany and USA. His works have been performed by ensembles such as 
the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Bilkent Symphony Orchestra, Moskva New Music Ensemble, 
Philharmoniker Hamburg Kammerensemble and Eastman School of Music Percussion Ensemble. He 
has been teaching at the Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University State Conservatory in Istanbul since 1991. 

Based on an anonymous folk song, Laçin dates from 2003. The piece is an effort to transform an 
Eastern Anatolian love song into a narration, a story framed by the string glissati at the beginning 
and ending. “Laçin” (meaning ‘falcon’ in rural Turkish), is a folk song that affected me so much in my 
youth, that I thought I wouldn’t be able to remove it from my mind without working on it. On the other 
hand, despite this arrangement for a piano trio it still visits my mind from time to time with the desire 
of being shifted into new sonic environments.

—Özkan Manav

chen Yi: chinese ancient dances
As a prolific composer who blends East and West traditions, transcending cultural and musical bound-
aries, Chinese-American composer Dr. Chen Yi is the Distinguished Professor at the Conservatory of 
Music and Dance in the University of Missouri-Kansas City, and the recipient of the Charles Ives Living 
Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Her music is published by Theodore Presser, 
and performed and recorded worldwide. She holds B.A. and M.A. from the Central Conservatory of Music 
in Beijing, and a D.M.A. from Columbia University in New York. Her major composition teachers were 
Professors Wu Zu-qiang, Chou Wen-chung and Mario Davidovsky.



william Kraft: encounters XVii
William Kraft has had a long and active career as composer, conductor, percussionist, and teacher. 
Kraft was the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s Composer-in-Residence from 1981-1985. During his resi-
dency, he was founder and director of the orchestra’s performing arm for contemporary music, the 
Philharmonic New Music Group. Kraft had previously been a performing member of the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic for 26 years —eight years as percussionist, and the last 18 as Principal Timpanist. For 
three seasons, he was also assistant conductor of the Philharmonic, and, thereafter, made frequent 
appearances as guest conductor. In 2002 he retired after eleven years as chairman of the composition 
department and holder of the Corwin Chair at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Kraft has 
been at the forefront of the contemporary classical musical world throughout his career. His works have 
been performed by major ensembles worldwide and are available on numerous recordings.

Encounters XVII was composed with Ms. Figueiredo’s musicianship and technical abilities in mind. 
The work is in one movement with 8 sections: 1) Beginning with a short motive that is fundamental 
to the entire piece; 2) A playful section first centered on the clarinet then moving to the vibraphone; 
3) A quasi cadenza for the clarinet accompanied by an ostinato on he vibraphone changing to an 
undulating figure as the clarinet takes a more lyrical stance; 4) The clarinet takes on an accompanying 
role as the percussion takes on the role of soloist; 5) A short interlude beginning with tremolos and 
merging into a second playful section; 6) Beginning with trills performed by both players followed by a 
fairly lengthy duet; 7) Another short interlude wherein clarinet performs wide trills then the playful like 
music resumes; 8) A lengthy coda: the music slows, fragmented variants of the opening appear and 
the music diminishes and fades away.

—William Kraft

aram Khachaturian: Trio
Aram Khachaturian (1903 - 1978) was a Soviet Armenian composer. Alongside Sergei Prokofiev and 
Dmitri Shostakovich, Khachaturian is sometimes called one of the three “titans” of Soviet music and 
“one of the major musicians” of the 20th century. Khachaturian’s works were often influenced by clas-
sical European music and Armenian folk music. Born in Tiflis to an Armenian family, Khachaturian 
moved to Moscow at the age of 19. He graduated from the Moscow Conservatory in 1934. Khachaturian 

Ken walicki: Refuge
Ken Walicki is an American composer who is widely recognized and acknowledged for his dramatic, 
engaging, and often humorous music. He has received grants and commissions from ACF, the NEA, 
the Jerome Foundation, the Kronos Quartet, ETHEL, the New Century Saxophone Quartet, the Soldier 
String Quartet, the Mary Flagler Cary Trust, and Meet the Composer. As a Fulbright scholar, Ken 
studied with Karlheinz Stockhausen and Helmut Lachenmann, and participated in master classes 
with Aaron Copland, Samuel Barber, and William Schumann. After returning to the United States, 
Ken received his Ph.D. from Michigan State University. He was the founder and composer for the Ken 
Valitsky Ensemble, which included Regina Carter and Thomas Chapin. Ken has been on the faculty 
at New York University, and Istanbul Technical University. Currently, he is Director of Composition at 
California State University, Fullerton. His music is available on Knitting Factory Works, C.R.I., CRS 
Artists, and Channel Records.

Refuge was composed in 2012 on a commission from Divan Consort. The piece includes a computer part 
and video. The music, while mainly consonant, is based on the principles of Spectral Music. In Refuge 
the structure, rhythms, and pitch choices are based on the harmonic spectrum of the instruments. The 
computer manipulates what the instrumentalists are playing and uses the harmonic spectrum in such 
a way as to change and distort the original instrumental line. 
 The term refuge means a shelter or protection from danger and distress, or a place that provides 
protection or shelter. It can also mean something to which one has recourse in difficulty. Many religions 
take the concept of god as a refuge from the difficulties of life. In Buddhism, refuge means to go to 
the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. The Buddha is an example of one who has attained the goal 
of enlightenment, the Dharma is instruction on how to attain the goal. The Sangha are those, also on 
the path, you can lean on for help.

—Ken Walicki



The Performers
The divan consort is a Los Angeles based ensemble founded by the Turkish pianist Füreya Ünal. The 
ensemble is dedicated to performing music by composers from underdeveloped countries who have not 
had much, if any, exposure in Europe and the United States. In addition, the ensemble specializes in 
performing new music reflecting the highest artistic expression as well as the landmark compositions 
of the 20th century.
 As winners of the Beverly Hills Chamber Music Auditions, Divan Consort has been featured in 
such prestigious California music series as the Previews Concert Series, the Nixon Library, Live at the 
Lounge in Hermosa Beach, Concerts at Noon in Pasadena, and many more.
 Divan Consort has twice toured Europe. In the summer of 2010, they toured Portugal giving 
concerts at the 36th International Estoril Festival and throughout the Algarve region of the country. 
In the winter of 2010, Divan Consort again traveled to Europe for their second tour. They performed at 
festivals in Istanbul, Izmir, and Bursa, Turkey. In Istanbul, they were featured artists in the Istanbul 
2010, Cultural Capital of Europe Festival.
 Divan Consort is committed to enhancing diversity in music. They have based their careers on 
the belief that music and culture are primary dynamics in conveying peace and understanding to the 
world. Through music, they wish to bring tolerance, acceptance, appreciation, and thoughtfulness to 
their audiences.

Füreya Ünal, founder, co-artistic director and pianist of Divan Consort, was born in Istanbul, Turkey. 
Her formal music education began at the age of five at the Istanbul University State Conservatory. 
Füreya was awarded a Master of Music degree from the Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst 
Frankfurt am Main and a second Masters from the Istanbul University State Conservatory. She has studied 
with Irina Zaritskaya, Mikhail Voskresenski, Anatol Ugorski, Leontina Margulis, Catherine Vickers, Hüseyin 
Sermet and Aysegül Sarica. Füreya was awarded a full scholarship from the Turkish Educational 
Foundation, and a Cultural Exchange Fellowship from Turkish Cultural Foundation. She has been featured 
on Turkish National TV (TRT), and a number of radio programs throughout Europe. Füreya has given a 
number of concerts, recitals and master classes in Europe, Asia and the United States.

is famous for the Adagio of Spartacus and Phrygia from his ballet Spartacus, and for the “Sabre 
Dance” from his ballet Gayane and the adagio from the same ballet, much used in films and TV series 
around the world.

The Trio by Khachaturian is a student work written while the composer was enrolled at the 
Moscow Conservatory. It was completed in 1932, the same year as Khachaturian’s well known 
Toccata for piano, but well in advance of the ballets and concertos that gained him world 
renown. Nevertheless the work is fully characteristic of its composer’s distinctive, exotic style. 
The rhapsodic first movement has gypsy-like, improvisatory qualities. The main melody, given succes-
sively to the clarinet, violin, and piano, is offset by highly ornamented passagework and cadenzas. The 
material is not so much developed as continuously repeated, creating a colorful yet hypnotic atmosphere. 
The second movement begins as if a scherzo, with a descending scale motive reminiscent of Glière’s 
theme and variations, but soon a carefree folk tune enters on the clarinet and the tempo relaxes. 
The agitato section that follows combines the two ideas, and a presto cadenza leads to a trium-
phant, ornamented return of the folk melody. The movement concludes, scherzando, as it began. 
The finale is a set of variations on yet another folk-inspired tune, with a subsidiary rhythmic figure 
acting as a foil and gaining in importance as the movement progresses. Both share the spotlight at the 
climax, after which the music gradually winds down before dissipating into nothingness.



Maksim Velichkin is a Uzbekistan-born cellist. He has appeared as a soloist with Uzbekistan National 
Symphony, Duquesne Contemporary Ensemble, American Youth Symphony, Glendale Philharmonic, as 
well as the Torrance, Westchester, Southeast and Bellflower orchestras. Maksim has toured extensively 
in Europe, Asia, North and South America and Australia with the prestigious Verbier Chamber and 
Festival Symphony Orchestras. He has worked with conductors and instrumentalists such as James 
Levine, Kurt Masur, Charles Dutoit, Yuri Temirkanov, Neemi and Paavo Yarvi, Gabor Takacs-Nagy, 
Sarah Chang, Maxim Vengerov, Yuri Bashmet, Bobby Mc Ferrin, Joshua Bell, and Gabriela Montero. 
Maksim’s performances have been featured on Radio Swiss Romande, WQED FM in Pittsburgh, 
National Radio and Television of Uzbekistan. He has performed and recorded with Stevie Wonder, Chick 
Corea, Billy Childs, Bitter:Sweet, and others.

A native of Kanagawa, Japan, Yuri inoo has studied percussion under David Rosenthal at San 
Francisco State University, where she received her Bachelor of Music degree. She received her Master 
of Music and Doctorate in Musical Arts degree in Percussion Performance at the University of Southern 
California, studying under Erik Forrester. Yuri performed and collaborated with a number of artists 
including Yo Yo Ma, John Williams, Andrea Bocelli, Steve Reich, and Evelyn Glennie. An advocate 
for new music, she has held the teaching assistant for USC’s award-winning Contemporary Music 
Ensemble.
 Yuri is currently on the faculty of Occidental College, University of Redlands, and Idyllwild Arts 
Academy. She is the principal percussionist with the Redlands Symphony in Redlands, California. 

 Being an avid chamber musician, she has collaborated with many musicians from around the 
globe premiering works by a number of contemporary composers. She is a member of the faculty at 
California State University Fullerton.

Portuguese clarinetist Virginia Figueiredo has performed worldwide as an orchestral and chamber 
musician. She has been featured as soloist with the Lara Symphony Orchestra in Venezuela, and the Beiras 
Symphony, in Portugal. Virginia’s performances have been broadcasted throughout many venues 
including the Portuguese radio and television, and here in the United States at LACMA’s Sundays Live 
concert series.  She received her Bachelor of Arts from the Lisbon Superior School of Music, her Master 
of Music from CSU, Fullerton, and her Doctorate of Musical Arts from UCLA.
 Virginia has been awarded top prizes in clarinet and chamber music competitions in Portugal 
and in the US. She has premiered clarinet works by Wiliam Kraft, Ken Walicki, and Jenni Brandon, 
among others. Virginia is on the faculty at the California State University, Fullerton. She is the founding 
member and co-director of the Divan Consort.

pamela Vliek Martchev served as principal flute with the Boulder Philharmonic in Colorado for 10 sea-
sons, and has played with a number of orchestras including the Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Diego 
Symphony, Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, Pacific, and Pasadena Symphonies. Of her playing, a 2012 
Los Angeles Times review noted “…You could almost feel her breath transformed into music….” She 
can be heard on many commercials, movie soundtracks, CDs, and television specials. Pam attended 
Manhattan School of Music for a pre-college program and her Bachelor of Music. She is on the faculties 
of San Diego State University, Pt. Loma Nazarene University, and University of San Diego.

Ukrainian-born violinist Mira Khomik is a laureate of several international competitions including the 
Enescu Young Artists Competition 2000 in Romania, Ugzhorod Silver Bells 2001 in Ukraine, and the New 
Names of Ukraine 1998. She has appeared as a soloist with orchestras in Ukraine, US, Hong Kong, Thailand, 
Vietnam, and has worked in master classes and collaborated as a chamber musician with world-renowned 
artists throughout the US, Switzerland, Sweden, Italy and Netherlands. Mira graduated from Lviv 
Krushelnytska School of Music in Ukraine, and she earned the Bachelor of Music Degree at the Chapman 
Conservatory of the Arts and the Master of Music Degree at the California State University, Fullerton. 
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  Ö z k a n  M a n a v
	 1	 Laçin	[6:25]
	 	 Mira	Khomik,	violin
	 	 Maksim	Velichkin,	cello
	 	 Füreya	Ünal,	piano

  C h e n  Y i
	 	 Chinese Ancient Dances
	 2	 ox	tail	Dance	[4:41]
	 3	 Hu	Xuan	Dance	[2:22]
	 	 Virginia	Figueiredo,	clarinet
	 	 Füreya	Ünal,	piano

  M i g u e l  d e l  A g u i l a
	 4	 Seducción	[8:59]
	 	 Pamela	Vliek	Martchev,	flute
	 	 Virginia	Figueiredo,	clarinet
	 	 Füreya	Ünal,	piano

  K e n  W a l i c k i
	 5	 Refuge	[11:10]
	 	 Pamela	Vliek	Martchev,	flute
	 	 Virginia	Figueiredo,	clarinet
	 	 Mira	Khomik,	violin
	 	 Maksim	Velichkin,	cello
	 	 Füreya	Ünal,	piano
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  W i l l i a m  K r a f t
	 6	 Encounters XVII	[8:49]
	 	 Virginia	Figueiredo,	clarinet
	 	 Yuri	Inoo,	percussion

  A r a m  K h a c h a t u r i a n
	 	 Trio
	 7	 Andante	con	dolore,	
	 	 con	molto	espressione	[4:43]
	 8	 Allegro	[4:15]
	 9	 Moderato	[6:59]
	 	 Mira	Khomik,	violin
	 	 Virginia	Figueiredo,	clarinet
	 	 Füreya	Ünal,	piano

	 	 total	time	=	58:37
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